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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our second issue for 2019, of 
the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.  

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and put in your own binder. 
Please forward to all your Checker friends 
too. Free, well perhaps your friendship 
could be considered payment?

If you would like to submit an article or 
personal profile about you or your, 
Checker,  please submit all content to the 
email address on the right side of this 
page.

So what’s new in this issue?  This provides 
the whole story on the Checker Galva II.  A 
sad story, the Galva II would not be 
produce and Checker would exit 
automobile productions.  This article has 
been updated with the Fisher Body project.

Also in this issues, a female Checker 
celebrity story:  singer Carly Simon.

This issue will present a 
photographic view of several 
ongoing Checker projects.

You’ll also find a brief story about 
the Glacier Park  Aero bus,  factory 
photos, and some interesting press 
releases.

The ICTA will be participating in 
some noted regional auto shows 
this summer.  Read all about them,  
we hope to see you at the events.

As always, you’ll also find classified 
ads for Checkers in this issue.

Please enjoy issue: volume 5 issue 
2. 

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com

Owner 1949, 1950, 1952, 
1957 , 1967 and 1979 

Checkers
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Some great events for Checker fans, but please remember, 

you have to register for each one. We’ll soon provide 

forms for registration on our Facebook page.

23rd Orphan Car Show

Event Dates: September 15, 2019

Location: Ypsilanti, Michigan

Website: www.YpsiAutoHeritage.org

Get up close and personal with over 200 vintage and classic 

vehicles in their original condition. This will be the 23nd year of 

this unique and rate gathering of automobiles from the past. An 

‘orphan’ vehicle must be from a manufacturer that has 

abandoned the line of cars or the manufacturer has ceased to 

exist. Nameplates include Hudson, Checker, Studebaker, Ann 

Arbor, Willys, Overland, Kaiser-Frazer, Corvair, Packard, 

Desoto. Foreign orphans are also featured: Austin-Healy, 

Bristol, Triumph. Event

takes place on Sunday, September 15, 2019 starting at 10:00 

am. Stroll the grounds of Riverside Park in Ypsilanti, Michigan 

(Cross Street at Huron Street in Ypsi) Admision $7 at the gate. 

Sponsored by Ypsilanti

Automobile Heritage Museum. 734-482-5200 Some Checkers at the 2007 event

http://www.ypsiautoheritage.org/


DAS AWKSCHT FESCHT

Event Dates: August 2 – 4, 2019

Location: Macungie Memorial Park, 50 N. Poplar St., Macungie, PA 18062

Website www.awkscht.com

With more than 2,500 cars, Lehigh Valley’s Das Awkscht Fescht is one of the country’s largest antique and classic 

car shows held at Macungie Memorial Park each summer. Celebrating more than 50 years, it has become a 

family tradition for all ages offering three fun-packed days in the great outdoors.

Each year the festival celebrates with live music, children’s entertainment and activities, artisans, three toy shows 

and a 30-minute fireworks show, Saturday. It’s fun for the whole family! 

Three locations for the toy shows will give you lots to look at. An indoor show on Saturday for the most expensive 

collectible toys is at Eyer Middle School, Macungie, with doors opening at 8 a.m. A shuttle runs to and from the 

festival grounds and the school. The outdoor “Toy Town” can be found in the parking lots of Shoemaker and 

Macungie elementary schools, which are behind Eyer. The outdoor show runs Friday and Saturday and is more of 

a flea market for toys. A shuttle will run to and from the park on Saturday.

Visitors won’t go hungry with Pennsylvania Dutch favorites such as funnel cakes, shoofly pie and hot dogs with 

sauerkraut, in addition to regular festival fare such as waffles and ice cream, chicken wraps, pierogies and baked 

goods are available.

On Sunday, the festival holds a salute to America’s veterans, including discounted entrance tickets for men and 

women who show military or veterans identification.

Admission is $9 for adults and FREE for children age 15 & under.

http://www.awkscht.com/
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Pictured right the Checker Transit bus was 

operated by the Checker Bus of Long Island 

New York, this was the one of two Checker 

buses operated by the small operator. Chassis 

number 2003 was purchased in June 1953.

By 1953 the post war transit bus business was 

dead. Checker surely was aware that the small 

bus market was shrinking. So what could 

Checker do? Either seriously get into the big bus 

business or shut down bus operations 

altogether. Getting into the big bus business 

would be a challenge. Over a seven year period, 

Transit Bus Inc. never filled a significant number 

bus orders other than the Detroit orders. Since 

1950, Detroit represented 90% of all Checker 

bus sales.

Beyond Detroit’s 90% buyer share, 10% of

bus sales came from 22 different fragmented agencies in seven states. Where could CCM focus their energies to rebuild the 

bus business? Outside of Detroit, Checker’s were sold in small lots to small bus operators in the New York tri-state area, 

essentially Checker only had one really big customer Detroit, who quite frankly was no longer buying small buses. The national 

distribution network was really just serving three markets: Detroit, the New York tri-state area and Florida.

The end was near, Checker would be out of the bus business by 1954.

The end of the line for the Checker Bus
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Sunday Telegraph April 1, 1962 AT A NEW YORK 

KERBSIDE- four London taxis demonstrate their 

superior parking ability over the domestic product. But 

extra comfort is the chief reason why several firms in 

the city have added the London cabs to their fleets, 

and achieved considerable success among New 

Yorkers tired of bent necks and cramped legs. The 

advantages of the London version might have been 

appreciated earlier but for a ruling of the licensing 

authority that sitting face to face led to the possibilities 

of passengers' knee touching. This was deemed 

immoral until a few weeks ago, when the operating 

firms promised to post a notice in each cab saying 

"Knees touch at passengers' own risk." Drivers revel 

in the extra manoeverabilitily in traffic, and their higher 

seats and consequently better road visibility. 

Copyright BIPS Bernsen International Press Service
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Checker Projects, Robert Ferndon, New Jersey
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Vicente Juliao Ongoing Project
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Checker Projects, Ongoing Lawrence Projects, in this case three will yield two
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By the 1970’s the Checker cab design was 

several automotive generations old. As the 

decade started the Checker A11 design had 

been in production for close to twenty 

years. A11 design elements could be attributed 

to a 1950 clay design. Some chassis 

components had ancestral linkage to the 1939 

Model A design. Clearly, it was time for Checker 

to consider developing a modern taxi that 

would allow Checker to produce cars into the 

next century.

Several projects were executed in the 1970’s in 

the attempt to develop a new Checker. In 1974, 

US Steel and prototype builder Autodynamics 

of Madison Heights, Michigan proposed a new 

Checker idea called “Galva” to CMC. The plan 

was to design a new Checker using newly 

developed manufacturing techniques to 

produce a vehicle with a reduced

amount of tooling. Unfortunately, the project never 

got off the drawing board; Checker management 

was happy and profitable. Checker would continue 

to produce the A11 and various other specialty cars.

By the mid-seventies Checker would revisit the idea 

of producing a new Taxi. In March of 1977, Ed 

Cole, former GM president, and Victor Potamkin, 

one of the largest car dealers in the US, bought 

control of Checker Motor’s taxi subsidiary: Checker 

Taxi Co. now operated Checker fleets in Chicago, 

Minneapolis and Pittsburgh.
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Ed Cole was the former general manager of the 

Chevrolet Motor Division and president of General 

Motors. In the early 50’s, Cole was the lead 

engineer in charge of the development of a new 

Chevy engine built to replace the Stovebolt Six;  this 

new engine was Chevrolet’s small-block V8,  a 

massive success that remained in production into 

the twenty first century.

Victor Potamkin was a popular New York car 

salesman who used a combination of sales 

discounting and aggresive advertising to transform a 

Manhattan Cadillac agency into the flagship of his 

$1 billion-a-year automotive empire.

At the time, Checker generated net income of $274K on $87 million dollars of sales. The magic 

formula of Potamkin’s deep financial pockets along with his sales and marketing know-how 

combined with Cole’s automotive engineering capabilities and GM connections were the perfect 

combination required to transform Checker. It was an exciting time at Checker! Expectations were 

high that the new partners would revitalize Checker’s future, new models would be introduced and 

the company would grow.
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At the onset of the transformation was the desire to 

build a new Checker. Cole and Potamkin partnered 

with Jim McLernon, President of Volkswagen of 

America, to explore the feasibility of stretching the 

VW Rabbit 21.0 inches in order to create a VW 

based Checker. The hoopla was significant; the US 

automotive world was watching Checker when 

tragedy struck. Just weeks into the new partnership, 

Ed Cole was killed in a plane crash while flying his 

private plane to Kalamazoo. Despite the death of 

Cole, Checker soldiered on with the transformation 

plan.

Three months after Coles death in August of 1977, 

Checker unveiled plans for the new Taxi to the public 

in a Forbes magazine article. The new Checkers 

would indeed be based on a stretched Volkswagen 

Rabbit. The plan was to stretch the Rabbit 21 inches 

in the rear passenger area. Modifications would be 

made to the roof in order to improve headroom. To

reinforce the overall strength of the Rabbit 

design, Checker anticipated adding 300 

pounds of weight to the body as structural 

panels, for a total weight of 2300 LBS. The 

new taxi would use the same VW 

transmission used in the standard 

Rabbit. Added weight required new power 

options. Three power plants were 

considered for the new VW based Checker: 

Perkins, Mitsubishi or Oldsmobile diesel 

engines.
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The VW based design would have been a serious 

departure from past Checkers. The passenger 

compartment would have had two rear passengers 

facing two forward passengers for a total capacity of 

four passengers, one less than the 5 person rear 

capacity of the current A11. This layout is highly 

questionable as passengers would have to compete 

for opposing knee room.

Ed Cole’s plan assumed sales via GM’s dealer 

network of 50,000 units a year. After his death, 

Checker CEO David Markin reduced the sales plan 

down to 30,000 units. The bodies would be 

produced by VW and shipped to Kalamazoo for final 

assembly.One test mule was created and field 

tested. The test encompassed the placement of 500 

pounds of sandbags in the rear passenger area of a 

stretch Rabbit. The vehicle was driven from 

Kalamazoo to Chicago. In Chicago, the test mule 

was put into loop traffic and
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monitored for performance.The resulting test was 

disappointing. Upon its return to Kalamazoo, the 

mule was parked and the project was killed as it was 

decided the VW based concept wasn’t suitable as a 

taxi. For the rest of the decade, Checker would 

continue to produce the A11.

By 1980 the US had gone through two energy 

crisis’, one in 1973 and one in 1979. Clearly it was 

time for Checker to consider developing a modern 

fuel efficient taxi that would allow Checker to 

produce cars into the next century.In the early 80’s, 

via a series of financial transactions, David Markin

monetized CMC. Potampkin and Cole’s widow were 

paid out and both exited the company. Markin had 

total control of CMC again and the funds available to 

produce a new Checker. Moving beyond the 

Rabbit/Golf project, Checker’s next attempt at a new 

taxicab was initiated via a partnership with General 

Motor’s Fisher Body division.

In 1980 General Motors introduced the X-Car 

line. The GM X-car line was a major 

departure from GM traditional design. It was 

a front wheel drive platform with a transverse 

engine, similar to the BMC mini concept. The 

new Checker was to be front wheel drive, 

ironic as this concept was first tested by
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Checker in the mid 1940’s with the Model D project. The 

planned partnership would have Checker purchase 

Chevy Citation “bodies-in-white” and then Checker 

would assemble them for taxicab use. The project did 

produce one prototype Citation test mule, but the project 

was short lived.

Reported in the July 16, 1981 

“Coachman”, Fisher Body’s divisional 

newsletter, GM could not assure 

Checker a continued supply of 

Citation bodies for a time period that 

met Checker’s 

requirements. Remember by 1981, 

Checker had used the same body for 

25 years. GM’s planned 

obsolescence policy would exit the 

Citation by 1985 model year. Checker 

planned on the Citation/Checker 

taxicab to be introduced in 

1982. Clearly Checker could not 

spend significant dollars on a design 

that would be obsolete in three years. 

After the Fisher Body projected ended 

the Citation prototype was 

commandeered by CMC CEO David 

Markin for family
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use. According to John Morris 

Markin ” We had the stretch 

Citation at our house. My mom 

used it to take us to school when 

she didn’t feel like driving her 

Checker”.

Checker’s final attempts at 

introducing a new cab came in 

early 1981. CMC signed a contract 

with Autodynamics to develop a 

new Checker. The project was 

called Galva II, an extension of the 

project originally positioned back in 

1974. Autodynamics developed a 

design that would use the latest 

GM components developed under 

the GM X car program.
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If successful, Checker could retrofit GM 

components as developed on a Checker built 

body, Checker would not have to rely on the 

Citation body.

Fisher Body was also involved in the Galva 

project. Plans were made for Fisher to supply 

various body components: door locks, windows 

regulators, door hinges and door handles.

Consistent with the original Galva 1974 project, 

the new Checker would be based on limited 

tooling. Paul E Newman of Autodynamics was 

quoted in Automobiles Quarterly; “We had a 

particular build concept for them (Checker). It 

involved a low cost tooling and break form panels”.

Howard E. Kluasmeier of Autodynamics was 

quoted in Automotive News; “The intent is to 

standardize componentry and simplify tooling and 

manufacturing

as much as possible. The only curved glass 

will be the windshield. All other glass is flat. In 

addition, the components provide easy 

replacement for repair and maintenance using 

simplified attachment systems.”

In November of 1981, Sab Hori describes 

more details of the new Checker for 

automotive writer John Melrose. ’We’re going 

to try and do everything we can to make the 

cab easy to service’. ‘We’ll have bolt-on 

fenders, possibly of plastic, and we’re 

considering bolt-on door panels made from 

either RIM (reinforced injection molding) or 

SMC (sheet molding compound) plastic 

because if a panel is damaged it would be 

easier to replace. The fenders will be friendly, 

flexible type, like those on Oldsmobile’s new 

sport Omega. We’re also thinking about 

plastic hoods, rear hatch doors and facias

because the tooling costs are lower. As a
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low-volume producer, we have the advantage of 

not worrying about the slow cycle times needed 

in making plastic parts. And what we’re trying to 

do is go as far as possible with proven 

technology. Checker is so small that we can’t 

afford to be the leaders; we’ve got to be 

followers”.

The new Checker would have a fully 

independent rear suspension. The design was 

based on a Firestone developed system called 

the Marsh Mellow. A Marsh Mellow spring is a 

fabric reinforced rubber cylinder. A striking 

solution for Checker, the Marsh Mellow spring 

was known for reliability, corrosion resistance, 

low cost, and basic simplicity. Best of all from 

Checker’s point of view, unlike a conventional 

rear leaf spring, if a Marsh Mellow spring fails, 

the cab would not have been taken off the road 

immediately. This feature would endear it to taxi

fleets. Surely it could handle the pot holed 

streets of New York City.

At the time of design, Head of CMC Engineering 

Sab Hori was quoted in Automotive News, “The 

New Generation of taxicab design will be a four 

door hatchback designed with identical
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bumpers, glass, lighting, 

engines, transmissions, and 

front/rearend styling.

All four models will have 

surround-type frames, extended 

for longer vehicles”, indicating 

like CMC models of the past, 

several variation of wheelbase 

and configurations would be 

available.David Markin was also 

quoted in Automotive 

News. Markin stated that “The 

new vehicle will be sold to both 

fleet operators and private 

individuals”, Plans called for 

three different wheelbases; 

109.0 in. for six passengers. 

122.0 for eight passengers and.
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128.0 for seating nine and a raised-roof paratransit 

vehicle with wheelchair capabilities There was a lot 

of excitement, Great press was generated, but 

ultimately, the new Checker was never put into 

production.

Regarding the decision to kill the new Checker, Sab 

Hori was quoted in Automobile Quarterly: “We were 

at a crossroads whether to continue to offer the Taxi 

or discontinue and go into contract work. To stay in 

the taxi market required a large expenditure of 

money. At the time, the whole automobile industry 

was in a downturn. We didn’t feel it was worth the 

expenditure of several million dollars. There was 

still a lot of uncertainty. It would be a tremendous 

gamble.”

Newman, of Autodynamics, was also quoted in 

Automobile Quarterly. According to Newman, “We 

had a lot of engineering competed. There were

several variations of clay models and a 

seating buck. We looked at production 

engineering. David Markin was relatively 

young and was quite ambitious for the type 

of vehicle he was building; but the project 

died. Partially because it was based on the 

GM X-car. It had its limitations due to the 

technology of the time”.

As Paul E Newman stated, production and 

engineering were well along. At least one 

test mule was created based on a stretched 

Chevy Citation.

Clay models were completed, a step typically 

just ahead of tool and die creation. Design 

bucks were fabricated. This project moved 

far beyond the drawing board.

Upon review of the design buck and 

prototype photos, it’s very clear that a new 

front drive Checker would still be a very big
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car. The design buck utilized many existing Checker 

components. The front seat of the buck was actually 

the same front seats used in the production of the 

Checker A11 providing over 60 inches of hip room.

The buck is not really much smaller than a standard 

Checker. The overall reduced size was mainly 

derived from a smaller front clip utilizing a 

transverse engine and the elimination of the rear 

trunk. Based on this framework, it’s safe to say that 

the passenger compartment would have yielded 

comfort similar to Checker’s past production cars.

The production 1982 Checker hovered at about 

4000 LBS. Assuming that the use of plastics and 

reduction of vehicle size would have eliminated 800 

pounds, an educated guess puts the proposed FWD 

Checker at 3200 LBS.  Given the Chevy Citation 

weighed about 2300 LBS. one has to question 

whether the new Checker 

Have you seen our Youtube Channel.  
Last month we had over ten 

thousand views!
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Would rely on varying engine designed for 

vehicles that were over 1000 LBS lower than the 

Checker and still produce acceptable 

performance? Add into the equation larger 

Checker versions at 122 and 128 inches in 

wheelbase with 8 and 9 passenger capacities, 

one can only imagine that the X Car powertrain 

would be significantly challenged in moving 

passengers from point A to point B.

Given the financial investments required, the 

state of the economy, the effort required to 

change production and designs, Checker truly 

was at the cross road of their future. Checker 

Motors had always run a third party production 

business that served the US automotive industry. 

As far back as the 1930’s, Checker had 

produced bodies for Hudson. In the 1950’s, 

Checker produced trailers for the US Army and 

Sears Roebuck. During the early post war era, 

.During the time that Checker was debating 

new car production, Checker was producing 

the Dodge truck cabs for Chrysler 

Corporation as well as the Camaro chassis for 

Chevrolet. Clearly, David Markin had options 

in terms of making investments either 

continue to produce automobiles or expand 

third party production. At the same time that 

CMC was developing the new Checker, CMC 

was in tough contract discussions with the 

United Steel Workers. The dynamics at the 

time made it clear that Checker would not only 

not produce a new Checker, but ultimately, 

Checker ended all car production in June of 

1982 in order to focus on third party 

production.

Funds to be directed for the new Checker 

were diverted to a new strategy of Third Party 

stamping and production. The expansion kept 

Checker in business well into the 21st century.
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According to the 1966 Checker Motors Aerobus

press release “the 6 and 8 door models, has 

been introduced without change from the 

previous models “Built from the ground up” as a 

heavy-duty, multi-passenger limousine, the 

Aerobus, according to the manufacture, has 

found an increased acceptance among resorts, 

air lines, hotels, motels, hospitals, business firms 

and services requiring inter-city and inter-plant 

transportation. “Whenever there is the need to 

move 9 to 12 people, complete with baggage, 

packages, etc., in complete comfort and in 

limousine style –that’s where the Aerobus serves 

the public best,“ Apparently the folks at Glacier 

Parks Red Bus Service were paying attention.

Roe Emery (1875-1953) was one of two 

principals behind the creation of Glacier’s iconic 

Red Buses. Emery and Walter White, a vice

president of the Cleveland-based White Motor 

Company and Checker god Ben Merkel’s great 

uncle, which built the Red Buses, introduced 

transportation to the park in 1914. Many in the 

current fleet of Red Buses have been in service 

since the mid-1930s. The Red Buses were the 

first authorized motor transportation utility in 

any National Park. Today in 2019, the Red Bus 

fleet is still in operations, and running with one 

1966 Checker Aerobus.

Checker Aerobus at Glacier Park
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Celebrity and Checkers go hand in hand. To prove 

the concept, we offer for your reading pleasure some 

famous women and their Checkers.

Our first female celebrity Checker owner Carly 

Simon, the American singer-songwriter, 

musician and children’s author. Ms. Simon first rose 

to fame in the 1970s with a string of hit records. In 

all, Ms. Simon produced thirteen Top 40 U.S. hits.

So when you’re a big time 70’s female rock star and 

you have all the money in the world, what do you 

buy? A Rolls, Bentley or Checker? For Ms. Simon, 

the answer was clear, a Checker Marathon. During 

the late 70’s and 80’s Ms. Simon kept her Checker 

parked at her estate in Martha’s Vinyard in 

Massachusetts.

Little is known as to why Ms. Simon purchased a 

Checker, but she did promote its use via publicity

photos. The above header photo alone 

demonstrates her love of Checkers.

Other promotional photos do exist and this 

writer remembers a brief article about Ms. 

Simon and her Checker in Time Magazine back 

in the day. Ms. Simon most likely purchased 

her Checker at the CMC corporate store in 

Brookline, Mass.

Female Celebrity.  Checkers Carly Simon
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Photo C222456 Chicago 

Bureau STIKING CAB 

DRIVERS RUN WILD IN 

CHICAGO LOOP. Photo 

shows one of the working 

taxicabs that were 

caught in Chicago Loop, 

March 17, when a 

crowds of striking drivers 

invaded the district and 

broke windows of some 

and overturned others on 

their wild march through 

the downtown section of 

the city. BFM 27 Your 

Credit Must Read ACME 

3-17-37
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Checkers Factory Photos 1925
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Checker Marathon Station Wagon 1972 rate 
vintage early SUV classic with papers on 
hand (619) 259-9468 

Howdy. Selling my 1979 CMC Checker Marathon 4 Door 

V8 Automatic Transmission. I purchased this vehicle with 

the hopes of restoring it and driving it around town, but 

unfortunately haven’t had the time to do so. I currently 

need the money and my wife wants it out of the yard! Title 

is clear and ready to transfer! Why pay $10K+ for one of 

these classic taxi cabs, when you can buy one from me for 

way less! If you have any questions regarding one or both 

vehicles, please feel free to call or text me @ (520) 428-

0577

Checkers For Sale
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In the late 70’s as a result of the energy crisis, General 

Motors would develop new power plants that utilized 

diesel fuel. Between 1978 and 1985, GM produced three 

versions of a diesel engine: a 5.7 litre V8 1978-85, a 4.3 

litre V8 in 1979, and a 4.3 litre V6 1982-1985.

In May of 1979, Checker Engineering Memo announced 

that for the 1980 model years Checker would again offer a 

diesel powered Checker. The memo also indicated that 

four prototypes were in production to fulfill production 

order number 681 thru 684. In calendar year 1979 

Checker produced 139 taxis as 1980 models. In calendar 

year 1980 Checker reduced diesel production to only 77 

units.

Currently up for sale is one of the prototypes. According to 

owner Mark Jaimeson, the car is in great condition. The 

only thing done to the body was the top front fender 

seams were welded by the original owner in the early 80s 

and included some paint to match. Interior is untouched. 

Contact Mark at Phone # 517-474-4711. Full 

documentation available.

Rare Checker Diesel Prototype For Sale $2000
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“The Anniversary Gold paint (code 1092) and trim are in 

overall very good order with minor imperfections, including 

the full black vinyl roof, the car’s bodywork is straight and 

solid, the engine bay is in satisfactory order. The chrome 

bumpers are in very good order. This Checker rolls on 

Michelin whitewall radials, size 225/75R15 at all four 

corners. Each tire is mounted to a steel wheel topped by a 

factory wheel cover. The tires are in very good order while 

the wheel covers are in satisfactory shape. Inside is a 

dark brown interior. The front and rear bench seats are in 

great order. The rear seat area offers passengers more 

than enough room to stretch out and get comfortable. 

There are floor mats over satisfactory carpeting. The tach 

and power antenna are inop. The light gray headliner is in 

very good shape. GM also supplied the steering wheel, 

steering column and some of the car’s auxiliary controls. 

The inner door panels and instrument panel, with its full 

array of gauges”  phone 636-600-4600

1972 Other Makes Marathon 50th Anniversary Model
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I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for 

trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna

leave it in storage runs drives

Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long 

Wheel Base Best Offer

1977 Checker Marathon all original 350 Chevy automatic 

have all maintenance records along with build sheet 

delivery sheet 30000 complete rebuild runs and drives 

great need to sell for other projects 2300 had a little 

accident with the snow plow in the driveway needs a new 

front fender/ (509) 312-0734
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1965 Checker Marathon, I purchased this vehicle in 1999 

and completed a full restoration in 2003. The car was 

used for marketing purposes for my company Network 

Checker. It has been driven each year but very few miles. 

It has been well maintained. A new small block chevy 350 

V8 engine was in installed in 2003 when the mileage was 

at 9,982. Currently the odometer reads 44,000 and it 

drives like a champ. The transmission was rebuilt in 2008. 

In 2003 the car was painted with the exact matching color 

of New York City Cabs. Also upholstery was completely 

redone in 2003. The windshield was replaced in 2003 also 

and is in perfect condition today. The front brakes were 

converted from drums to disks and a modern dual cylinder 

was installed in the brake upgrade for safety. Electronic 

ignition was added when the new engine was installed. 

The radio was upgraded to an Alpine sound system with 

Polk speakers. The trunk lock was pulled last week and a 

new key has been cut but I need to reinstall the lock. The 

paint is beginning to crack in a few spots but is very good 

at present. There is minimal rust since the car has been 

driven very lightly and Colorado has a dry climate. If you 

want more pictures I can send them. (720) 331-5579
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officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set 

of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.

PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab 

Club 

PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and 

gold.

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for 

vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a 

now defunct company. These are the same exact size 

and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.

$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon. 

Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help 

you install them in alignment.

Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on 

my car)

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://paypal.me/MThomas773&h=6AQHDcl6aAQEbx6Xy1L9NZ1-PySqxGQx3GSLA_0xqIPeNyg&enc=AZNRXXpqj79pA2N6LblXUpxjE44LGkxX6pTMACoUuWZ8Bi72gqCQA4v0xSHKrODR5qHLbJbqBVnMwM1_OgrBvme8O02QW9DyJpSJoj8Zigfq9xnoVahs8glkKwSQvPQ7cxN2Zv1xHYdnkz1Lg8tYkdgi8or8rKGVnU0hG95gkb46TIOk_LUWX4ZdTouc5xklYVw&s=1


Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic 

models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other 

parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of 

the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas. 

Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects -

new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative 

captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic 

Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by 

film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of 

the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car 

variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/
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Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great 

item, Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another 

children’s book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.

The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab 

Driver and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel 

around Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational 

and showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The 

book also features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.

If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim 

and Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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